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O-Ecoat Direct-To-Metal Aerosol Primer

O-Ecoat 34-200 series

Direct-to-metal match for OEM E-coat primer
on steel, aluminum and fully cured painted substrates
VIETEK O-Ecoat is a color and gloss matched inner panel direct-to-metal coating. It’s designed to
duplicate the appearance of OEM-applied E-coat primers on internal panels such as under hood and
trunk compartments, core support, quarter panels, inner door and kick panel areas. Adheres to clean,
properly prepared metal and fully cured painted or primed metal surfaces.
•	Can be topcoated with most automotive
basecoats
• Excellent gloss and color match
• Direct to steel, aluminum and painted metal
• Cures and hides quickly

34-211
Black - 12 oz

34-216
Olive Brown - 12 oz
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34-212
34-213
Olive Green - 12 oz Light Green - 12 oz

34-217
White - 12 oz

34-218
Field Drab - 12 oz

•
•
•
•
•

Duplicates factory appearance
Excellent corrosion control
Shop floor compliant (NESHAP)
Scratch, chip and chemical resistant
Superior adhesion and corrosion protection

34-214
Gray - 12 oz

34-219
Dark Green - 12 oz

34-215
Tan - 12 oz

*Colors are for
selection purposes
only and may not
represent an exact
match.*

Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.

TM

Engineered Defensive Coatings

BED-ROCK Bedliner [Black]

Truck bed multi surface defensive coating – 50-state VOC-compliant
VIETEK BED-ROCK Truck Bed Multi Surface Defensive Coating is a durable two-part polyurethane
coating system that looks great and works even better. It’s easy to apply and is sprayed at 1/2 the
air pressure of competitive brands, producing significantly less overspray and mess.

VIETEK 35-899 [3.5 Liter]

Covers standard 6' truck bed and tailgate

Kit contains: Application Gun, Measuring Cup, 3 cans Part A Bedliner
and 1 can Part B Catalyst. Full instructions on package insert.

VIETEK 35-891 [1.18 Liter]

Add-on kit needed for full-size 8' truck bed
or can stand alone for smaller jobs

Kit contains: 1 Can Part A Bed Liner and 1 can Part B Catalyst.
Full instructions on package insert.
Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.

E-PRIME [Gray]

34-230 Self Etch Primer
E-Prime Is part of VIETEK’s new line of
engineered defensive coatings. E-Prime
is a low-build, VOC-compliant [Gray]
aerosol etching primer.
E-Prime is quick drying. It promotes
excellent adhesion and corrosion
resistance to properly prepared, cleaned
and sanded bare metal substrates such
as steel, stainless steel and aluminum.
Dry to topcoat in 10–20 minutes.

Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.
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VIETEK 35-825
BED-ROCK GripTrack, Traction Additive

V-E PRIME [Gray-Green]
34-240 Epoxy Primer
34-247 Epoxy Primer Catalyst

VIETEK V-E Prime 2.1 VOC Epoxy Primer
Sealer is engineered to protect the system
integrity of successive ﬁller, primer and
topcoat systems and is
especially intended for
large bare metal areas
prior to application of
VIETEK’s BED-ROCK
Bedliner.

Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.

TM

Equipment Wash Thinners, Cleaners and Flush

36-300

Premium Wash Thinner
100% premium virgin solvents

Available in gallons, 5-gallon pails and drums
Our highly effective custom blend of 100% virgin
solvents is intended specifically for tool and
equipment cleaning operations. VIETEK Premium
Wash Thinner is designed to aggressively soften,
clean and remove both water- and solvent-borne
automotive refinish coatings, such as
primers, clears and color, from paint mixing
and application equipment.

Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.

36-333

Lacquer Tool and Equipment Wash
100% premium virgin Solvents

Our highly effective custom blend of 100% virgin solvents
is intended specifically for tool and equipment cleaning
operations. VIETEK Lacquer Tool and Equipment Wash is
designed to efficiently soften, clean and remove both waterand solvent-borne automotive refinish coatings from paint
mixing and application equipment. Our unique and custom
“TAP-PAIL” safely dispenses solvents without having to pour
or pump materials into a container; no more splashing or
spilling with this safe and convenient way to dispense.
VIETEK 36-051 TEK-TAP faucet sold separately.
Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.
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TM

Equipment Wash Thinners, Cleaners and Flush

36-350

Compliant Wash Thinner
100% Premium Virgin Solvents

Available in gallons, 5-gallon pails and drums
Regulatory VOC 0.13 lbs/gal
VIETEK Compliant Wash Thinner is designed
to aggressively soften spray coatings such as
primers, sealers, single-stage and two-stage
paint systems. Clears just about any coating
you would use your spray equipment for. It will
not cause corrosion, easily wipes dry and is
made with 100% virgin solvent.

Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.

36-353

Compliant Tool and Equipment Wash
Custom blend of 100% premium virgin solvents
Our VOC-compliant custom blend of 100% virgin solvents
is intended specifically for tool and equipment cleaning
operations. VIETEK Compliant Tool and Equipment Wash is
designed to efficiently soften, clean and remove both waterand solvent-borne automotive refinish coatings from paint
mixing and application equipment. Our unique and custom
“TAP-PAIL” safely dispenses solvents without having to pour
or pump materials into a container; no more splashing or
spilling with this safe and convenient way to dispense.
VIETEK 36-051 TEK-TAP tap faucet sold separately.
Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.
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Equipment Wash Thinners, Cleaners and Flush

36-200

Acetone

Available in gallons, 5-gallon “TAP-PAIL” and drums
VIETEK Acetone is a strong, fast-acting solvent.
Used as a thinner and remover for specified coatings,
including polyester and epoxy resins, ink, adhesives
and contact cement. VIETEK Acetone is an effective
cleanup solvent after the completion of a fiberglass
project, for removal of excess fiberglass resin or
foreign material from solvent-tolerant surfaces.
VIETEK 36-051 TEK-TAP tap faucet sold separately.

Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.

36-650

Gun Flush

Spray Gun Cleaner

14-oz. aerosol with nozzle tube and grommet seal
VIETEK Gun Flush is specially formulated to safely yet
aggressively soften and remove residue left behind from all
automotive refinish solvent- and water-based coatings. It is
extremely effective on all internal and external spray equipment
parts and surfaces. VIETEK Gun Flush will not cause corrosion
or damage spray gun gaskets, seals or packing.
Assure Compliance with local Air Quality Regulations before use!
VOC Compliant per SCAQMD Rule 1171-Solvent Cleaning Operations.

Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.
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Surface and Panel Cleaning Solutions

36-700

Wax and Grease Remover
Available in gallons and 5-gallon “TAP-PAIL” pails
Regulatory VOC: 6.37 lbs./gal. 763.5 g/l

VIETEK Wax and Grease Remover is used to easily
remove surface contaminants commonly found on
painted surfaces such as wax, grease, tar, adhesive
residue, insect residue, tree sap as well as other
commonly used car care products. VIETEK Wax and
Grease Remover is designed to quickly soften, dissolve
and allow contaminants to be wiped away prior to paint
and body repair and or refinish operations.
VIETEK 36-051 TEK-TAP tap faucet sold separately.
Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.

36-707

7-ZERO-7

Zero-VOC surface cleaner
VIETEK’s all-inclusive surface cleaner is a high-performing,
zero-VOC solution to all refinish pre-coating cleaning needs.
VIETEK 7-ZERO-7 Waterborne Surface Cleaner is a
50-state-compliant, nonhazardous, environmentally safe product.
7-ZERO-7 is engineered for cleaning and removing solvent- and water-soluble
contaminants prior to refinishing. This versatile and easy-to-use product
is recommended for use on all paintable substrates such as plastic, steel,
aluminum, previously primed or painted surfaces, and ﬁberglass. 7-ZERO-7
features a streakless formulation that won't soften underlying coatings. It
cuts, cleans, removes grease, oil and performs like conventional solvent-borne
cleaners. We recommend using a high-quality refinish wiper such as VIETEK’s
43-135, 155 or 156 TEK-PRO wipers.
NOTE: Be sure to follow all product usage instructions.
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Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.

TM

Universal Urethane Reducers

VIETEK 36-051 TEK-TAP tap faucet sold separately.

36-660, -670, -680, -690

Universal Urethane Reducers
Available in gallons and 5-gallon “TAP-PAIL”

VIETEK’s urethane reducers are formulated using only 100% virgin solvents.
These high-grade reducers are recommended for use in 2K urethane primers,
clears, single-stage color and basecoats and are perfect for any product
requiring a high-grade urethane reducer given no requirement for stabilizing or
reactive reducers. Available in temperature ranges from fast to extra slow.

Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.
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Rapid Euro Clears

33-510

Rapid HS Euro Clear

Rapid high solids, 2:1 euro standard
spot and panel clear
5-liter clear • 2.5-liter activators:
33-517 Normal and 33-518 High-Temp

VIETEK Premium, High Solids Euro
Standard, 2:1 fast-curing automotive
refinish Clearcoat. Featuring rapid  
industry-leading through-cure
technology, stunning clarity and
superior gun finish DOI (Distinction-of-Image). This
automotive refinish Clearcoat is National Rule compliant and
takes on all major production or rapid 2:1 euro-style clears.

Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.

39-510

Rapid HS-LV Euro Clear
Rapid high solids, 2:1 euro standard
spot and panel clear
5-liter clear • 2.5-liter activators:
39-517 Normal and 39-518 High-Temp

VIETEK Premium, VOC-Compliant High
Solids Euro Standard, 2:1 fast-curing
automotive refinish Clearcoat. Featuring
rapid industry-leading through-cure
technology, stunning clarity and superior
gun finish DOI (Distinction-of-Image). This automotive
refinish Clearcoat is compliant in areas requiring 2.1 lbs/gal
sprayable VOC and competes against all major production
or rapid 2:1 euro-style clears.
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Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.

TM

Tools and
Supplies
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Plastic Body Filler Spreaders

42-100 Series

4", 5" and 6" Plastic Body Filler Spreaders
42-114 Std. Orange 4" Spreader • 42-115 Std. Orange 5" Spreader
42-116 Std. Orange 6" Spreader
VIETEK’s Orange Spreaders come in 4", 5" and 6" versions.
They have been extensively tested and were designed to
meet the proper shape, edge and flexibility characteristics
for today’s large heavily contoured panels with crisp, long
flowing body lines.
All spreader box contents: 100 spreaders

Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.

42-100, -200

TEK-Filler Boards
Disposable, non-absorbing
HD paper mixing sheets

Pkg. quantity: 1 ea. board containing 100 sheets
VIETEK’s TEK-Filler Boards are designed to take
the hassle out of mixing autobody ﬁllers and glazes.
The TEK-Filler Board sheets are chemical resistant,
so they don’t absorb or soak through and are bound
on three sides so they stay put as you mix. TEK-Filler
Boards are available in two convenient sizes—8.5" x 11"
and 11" x17"—and are engineered to handle well
so holding on while mixing and applying ﬁllers is
easy. Once ﬁnished, simply tear off the top sheet
and dispose. Other uses include fiberglass, resins,
plastics, gels, touch-up paints, pinstriping, adhesives
and more.
13

Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.
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Graduated Plastic Mixing Cups and Lids

41 Series

TEK-MIX Mixing Cups and Lids
TEK-MIX graduated paint mixing cups are the
perfect combination of VIETEK value and features,
engineered specifically for automotive and
industrial paint materials. TEK-MIX cups have
a true ﬂat bottom with no grooves or ridges.
This allows for thorough integration of all mixed
components and is especially critical with on scale
paint color mixes where it is crucial to completely
incorporate all components for color accuracy.
41-908

8 ounce

100/box

41-732

32 ounce PPG ratios

100/box

41-708

8 ounce PPG ratios

100/box

41-832

Tight seal lid for 32 ounce cups

100/box

41-808

Tight seal lid for 8 ounce cups

100/box

41-980

80 ounce

50/box

41-916

16 ounce

100/box

41-880

Tight seal lid for 80 ounce cups

50/box

41-816

Tight seal lid for 8 ounce cups

100/box

41-974

174 ounce

25/box

41-874

Tight seal lid for 174 ounce cups

25/box

41-932

32 ounce

100/box

Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.

48-509

TEK-Blade .009

High-grade carbon steel razor blades
.009" (.2286 mm) razor blades • 100/clamshell pkg.

100 individually wrapped double-ground, heavy-duty, medical-grade carbon
steel razor blades. Blades are precision ground and keep a sharp edge
longer than competitive offerings. VIETEK TEK-Blade .009 razor blades are
notched to ﬁt scrapers, razor knife tools and box cutters.
They are packaged in a convenient plastic clamshell case.

Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.
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Pre-Coating Surface Prep

49-777

Final Prep Scuff
and Clean Paste

16-ounce ﬂip-top container • Case quantity: 6
VIETEK Final Prep Scuff and Clean Paste is a complete prep
solution designed to save time and money, formulated to thoroughly
clean as it abrades, with specially engineered abrasive compounds
and concentrated surfactants that truly go further than
competitive products.
Final Prep effectively cleans by removing paint contaminants such
as mold release agents, grease, oils, silicones, wax and road ﬁlm.
Final Prep deglosses any paintable surface and produces a uniform
1000-grit proﬁle when used with VIETEK’s 49-704 Gray TEK-FLEX Soft
Scuff Surface Prep Pads. It is extremely effective on blend panels
and ﬂexible parts such as bumper and trim panels; rinses clean
with water, assures the surface is completely deglossed, no
additional cleaning or sanding needed.
Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.

49-703, -704

TEK-FLEX Soft Scuff
Surface Prep Pads
49-703 Maroon and 49-704 Gray TEK-FLEX Soft
Scuff Surface Prep Pads are a highly efﬁcient, strong
and extremely ﬂexible surface preparation solution.
TEK-FLEX pads come in two grit offerings, the 703
Maroon pads leave a consistent 320- to 400-grit proﬁle
scratch, and the 704 Gray pad range is 800/1000 grit.
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Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.
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Wiping Solutions

43-125

TEK-Towel

Refinish All-Prep Wiper

100 15" x 12.5" wipers per box • 8 boxes per case
VIETEK has proudly partnered with Sontara®, the industry
leader in wiper materials, to deliver this multi-purpose
Refinish All-Prep Wiper engineered to do more of your
body shop's cleanup operations. VIETEK TEK-Towel is
the perfect all-around wiper for paint shop cleanup and
preparation operations from pre-bodywork through the
ﬁnal wipe down prior to coatings application. They do not
break down when using solvent cleaners and, because
they are super absorbent, don’t just push cleaners
around. Use on glass, mirrors and plastic for a streak-free
clean. TEK-Towels contain no glues, binders or chemicals
that can contaminate your work; they are hydroentangled,
precision cut and interfolded with zero trailing ﬁbers.

Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.

43-199

TEK-Towel HD

Heavy Duty Maintenance Wiper
375 center-pull 12" x 15" wipers per box

VIETEK has proudly partnered with Sontara®, the
refinish industry’s leading manufacturer of premium
high-performing wiper materials, to deliver TEK-Towel HD,
our multi-purpose Heavy Duty Maintenance Wiper.
VIETEK TEK-Towel HD dark teal wiper is engineered to
do more of your body shop's cleanup operations. This
abrasion-resistant towel is the perfect HD maintenance
wiper for all shop tasks such as mechanical, frame, body,
pre-prime cleanup applications, detail and pre-delivery,
such as glass, chrome, mirrors, wheels and more. They
are a heavy-duty disposable alternative to laundered
shop towels.
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Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.

TM

Wiping Solutions

43-135

TEK-PRO-Wiper [Turquoise]
Premium In-Booth Clean & Dry Wiper
100 15" x 12.5" wipers per box • 8 boxes per case
VIETEK has proudly partnered with Sontara®, the
industry leader in wiper materials, to deliver this
premium in-booth clean and dry wiper.
VIETEK TEK-PRO-Wiper is the absolute best choice
for in-the-booth cleaning operations. These premium
performers are non-woven, hydroentangled and do
not contain glues, binders or chemicals that can
contaminate the very surfaces you're preparing
for refinish.

Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.

43-155

TEK-PRO-Wiper [White]

Premium In-Booth Clean & Dry Wiper

100 15" x 12.5" wipers per box • 8 boxes per case.

43-156

TEK-PRO-Wiper [White]
250 12" x 14" wipers per box • flat bulk box

VIETEK has proudly partnered with Sontara®, the
industry leader in wiper materials, to deliver this
premium in-booth clean and dry wiper.
VIETEK TEK-PRO-Wiper is the absolute best choice
for in-the-booth cleaning operations. These premium
performers are non-woven, hydroentangled and do
not contain dyes, glues, binders or chemicals that can
contaminate or stain the very surfaces you're preparing
for refinish.
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Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.
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Surface Tack Solutions

43-740

FIRST-TACK [White]

High Tack Surface Prep Cloths

12 individually packed cloths/box • 12 boxes/case
VIETEK has proudly partnered with Sontara®, the undisputed
leader of high-quality wiping materials, to deliver our
selection of premium high-performance tack cloths.
VIETEK FIRST-TACK is a very efﬁcient long-lasting,
/8-folded, white high-tack surface prep cloth. FIRST-TACK
is engineered to trap and remove high levels of dirt and
sanding residue. It can easily be peeled apart and bunched
to create a billow effect; this allows efﬁcient trapping of
contaminants with less pressure and less potential to
transfer tackiﬁer agent to the surface.
1

Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.

43-786 [Green] 43-787 [Blue]

BASE-TACK

Medium Tack Surface Prep Cloths

12 individually packed cloths/box • 12 boxes/case
VIETEK has proudly partnered with Sontara®, the
undisputed leader of high-quality wiping materials,
to deliver our selection of premium high-performance
tack cloths.
VIETEK BASE-TACK Green and BASE-TACK Blue are medium-tack
formulation, ¼-folded tack cloths primarily intended for use in post
sealer through basecoat applications. Its medium-tack formulation
is ideal for removing contaminants such as dust and dirt just prior
to applying basecoat. BASE-TACK is made with extremely ﬂexible
fabric that easily conforms to tight angles and
hard-to-get areas without tackiﬁer transfer. Additional tackiness
can be achieved by simply stretching the fabric before use.
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Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.

TM

Efficiency Tools

44-105

TEK-MAP

Process Information Grid

Removable self-adhesive windshield
repair process communication form
VIETEK TEK-MAP Process Information Grids are designed
to provide information that has been identiﬁed as most
important to technicians, CSRs and detail personnel. They
are very comprehensive yet simple to use and are intended
to trigger downstream action by technicians and sublet
providers, helping to ensure that all personnel become
involved with needed documentation, important timelines and
fulﬁlling customer expectations.
44-105 TEK-MAP Process Information Grids are part of our
growing group of distinguished products that can reduce
cycle time through efﬁcient operation and wear our
“DMAIC/KAIZEN” shield.

Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.

43-116

V-Guard

Body Technicians Magnetic Edge Protectors
4 21-1/2" x 1-3/16" V-Guards per tube

VIETEK's V-Guard Magnetic Panel Edge Protector was engineered
to protect against unwanted damage during repair and reassembly
operations. This highly effective, versatile tool is a must for every
body technician.
Protect adjacent panels during sanding, grinding and reassembly
operations. It saves time and costly masking tape by holding down
loose masking materials and plastic sheeting in the booth and shop.
The highly visible bright orange color directs working hands away
from costly mistakes and reduces the potential to discard with
masking materials. It pays for itself the very ﬁrst time you hit it with
a sander, grinder or tap an edge during reassembly.
19

Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.

TM

Efficiency Tools

44-502

TEK-Touch-Up

2-ounce graduated touch-up bottles with cap and brush
50 per display box

The VIETEK TEK-Touch-Up graduated paint touch-up bottle has
several convenient features like an integrated touch-up brush,
child-proof safety tight seal cap, a glass mixing ball and translucent
HDPE recyclable plastic bottle that is safer than glass. It is adorned
with convenient graphics that cover Hazard/Warning information,
vehicle make, model and paint code information, as well as
graduations for mixing and thinning to exact measurements.
TEK-Touch-Up bottles are a great value-add customer relations tool.
Bottles ﬁt most siphon or siphon-adaptable air brush equipment.

Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.
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Detail
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Glassy

55-550

Glassy

Aerosol Foaming Window Cleaner
Net Wt. 18.5 ounces • 12/case

VIETEK Glassy aerosol foaming window cleaner
is formulated to save time and deliver clear,
consistent results.
Glassy has a clean fresh scent and is
ammonia- free so it's safe on window tint.
Glassy’s heavy concentrated foam stays put
on vertical surfaces, which allows its powerful
formula to go to work on softening bugs, water
spots, grease, grime, as well as stubborn film
left behind from smoke and heat-generated
interior residue. Glassy is a highly effective
multi-surface cleaner; this means it’s perfect
for just about any surface including chrome
and plastic. Its streak-free formulation delivers
“best in glass” results every time. Just spray
on and wipe clean.

Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.
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Repair
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Body Fillers and Glazes

61-931

TEK-UltraGold

Premium Lightweight Super Grip Body Filler
Fill: 0.8 US gallon (3 L) • case quantity: 4

TEK-UltraGold is a premium body ﬁller carefully developed for
premium performance as a ﬁller and ﬁnal ﬁnish glazing putty.
Its tack- and stain-free formulation will not clog paper and
has superior feather-edge properties. TEK-UltraGold’s special
formulation allows maximum adhesion to clean, properly
prepared steel, galvanized steel, aluminum, SMC, ﬁberglass
substrates, as well as OEM basecoat, clearcoat and sanded,
fully cured catalyzed primer systems.

•

Ultra-smooth filler and finishing putty

•

Easy sanding

•

Tack- and stain-free formula

•

Superior vertical hold

•

Will not clog paper

•

Vacuum processed for zero pinhole
performance

•

Cream hardener (2.75 oz/78 g) included,
mix 2% by weight

•

Engineered for maximum adhesion
to steel, galvanized steel, aluminum,
SMC, fiberglass, body fillers, fully
cured two-component primers
and OEM topcoats

Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.
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Body Fillers and Glazes

61-910

TEK-Vbond

Lightweight Grip Body Filler

Fill: 0.8 US gallon (3 L) • case quantity: 4
TEK-Vbond Lightweight Grip Body Filler is specially formulated
for today’s high-strength, high-tech metals. It’s engineered
to provide maximum adhesion to clean, properly prepared
steel, galvanized and, zinc-treated steel, aluminum, SMC and
ﬁberglass substrates as well as OEM basecoat, clearcoat and
sanded, fully cured catalyzed primer systems. TEK-Vbond
conforms to OEM corrosion and adhesion speciﬁcations, is
lowtack and won't clog paper. TEK-Vbond Lightweight Filler is
vacuum processed to eliminate pinholes.
Clean up with VIETEK’s full line of 36-series thinners and
cleanup solvents. Be sure to comply with your area’s speciﬁc
VOC regulations.

Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.

61-516

V-Glaze

Premium Glaze

30 fluid ounces (880 ml) • case quantity: 6 pumptainers
creme hardener included
VIETEK's V-Glaze highly ﬂowable two-part polyester glaze
is engineered to ﬁll small imperfections, such as sanding
scratches, pinholes and chips. Unlike many glazing putties
available today, V-Glaze easily applies over large areas all at
once. Due to its high-ﬂow characteristics, it can be applied
very thin and feathered to an ultra-ﬁne edge. For use over
properly cleaned and sanded substrates (body ﬁllers, steel,
galvanized steel, aluminum, SMC, fiberglass, fully cured twocomponent primers and OEM topcoats).
Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.
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Masking
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Masking Papers and Sheeting

72-100

Premium Hand
Masking Paper [Green]
VIETEK Premium Green Hand Masking Paper is
180′ in length and available in both 12″ and 18″ widths. The VIETEK
Green Hand Masking Paper is great for small jobs and projects where
longer rolls are not required. It provides great paint adhesion for
cleaner work and features 100% virgin ﬁber that is cleaner (less lint)
and stronger (higher tensile strength, better tear resistance) than
competitive brands.
Note: All uncoated green papers are subject to bleed-through; however, the
VIETEK 72 series 28 lb basis weight green premium paper provides the best
bleed-through resistance available among green uncoated masking papers.

Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.

72-Series

Premium Masking Paper [Green]
The VIETEK 72 Series Green Masking papers are great for all
size jobs, depending on your needs. It provides great paint
adhesion for cleaner work and features 100% virgin ﬁber that
is cleaner (less lint) and stronger (higher tensile strength,
better tear resistance) than competitive brands.
Weight

Length

72-200

28 lb basis wt.

750'

72-300

35 lb basis wt.

600'

72-400

35 lb basis wt.

400'

72-600

40 lb basis wt.

600'

72-700

30 lb basis wt.

1000'

Available in
6", 12″, 18″, 36″
widths

Note: All uncoated green papers are subject to bleed-through; however,
the VIETEK 72 series green premium papers provide the best bleed-through
resistance available among green uncoated masking papers.

27

Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.

TM

Masking Papers and Sheeting

75-200

75-300

750' L x 6", 12", 18" and 36" widths

750' L x 6", 12", 18" and 36" widths

VIETEK 75-200 Poly Coated
Masking Paper is impervious
to bleed-through. With a basis
weight of 35 pounds, this bright
white coated paper has great
light reﬂection, is strong, clean
and, with its corona-treated
surface, produces superior paint
adhesion. VIETEK 75-200 series
is competitive with all current
white poly-coated papers on
the market and offers the same
performance as higher-priced
masking papers.

VIETEK 75-300 Poly Coated
Masking Paper is impervious
to bleed-through. With a
basis weight of 35 pounds,
this coated paper is strong,
clean, tear resistant and has
a corona-treated surface
for superior paint adhesion.
VIETEK 75-300 series is
comparable to all currently
available blue poly papers
on the market today.

75-500

75-800

[Green Gator Back]

750' L x 6", 12", 18" and 36" widths

500' L x 6", 12", 18" and 36" widths

VIETEK 75-800 is commonly referred
to as Urethane Masking Paper and is
constructed of the same white kraft
base sheet as our white poly-coated
paper. With a basis weight of 24
pounds, this chemically treated paper
is designed to resist both water- and
solvent-borne paints. It is strong,
clean, contours well around corners
and its bright white color has superior
light reflection, allowing high visibility
and easier color matching.

Poly Coated
Masking Paper [White]

Poly Coated
Masking Paper
VIETEK 75-500 Poly Coated
Masking Paper is constructed of
tan or brown kraft base sheet with
a green tinted poly coating. With
a basis weight of 30 pounds, this
poly-coated paper is strong, clean
and very tear resistant. It handles
corners well, tape repositions
easily, is puncture resistant
and, due to its corona-treated
surface, offers superior paint
adhesion. VIETEK 75-500 series
Green Gator Back is clearly the
economic choice with premium
performance in coated papers.
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Poly Coated
Masking Paper [Blue]

Treated Urethane
Masking Paper [White]

Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.

TM

Barrier Crash Wrap Protective Films

73-Series

HD Plastic Sheeting

High-density masking polyethylene
plastic sheeting
VIETEK Plastic Sheeting is a polyethylene plastic that
offers excellent cling properties without bothersome static
electricity that can attract dust. VIETEK Plastic Sheeting is
fully corona treated to provide superior coating and overspray
adhesion. Our sheeting is packaged in an easy dispensing
carton that keeps plastic clean and neat.

Size

Corona
Treatment

73-312

12' x 400'

Normal

73-316

16' x 350'

600'

73-320

20' x 250'

400'

73-516

16' x 350'

600'

Can be baked @ 225°F for up to 1 hour.

Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.

74-045

74-365

1- 36" x 100'

1- 36" x 100'
roll per box

Barrier 45
Crash Wrap

VIETEK Barrier 45 Crash Wrap weather barrier
ﬁlm is a 3-mil clear polyethylene ﬁlm with
incorporated UV inhibitors. It is specifically
engineered to protect vehicle interiors from
the elements for 45 days after a collision or
vandalism has compromised windows, sun
roofs, gap seals and any other opening that
was otherwise designed to keep the outside
environment outside.
Apply to clean surface; we recommend
VIETEK 55-550 Glassy Foaming Window
Cleaner for best results.
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Barrier 365
Crash Wrap
VIETEK Barrier 365 Crash Wrap weather barrier
ﬁlm is a 3-mil yellow polyethylene ﬁlm with
incorporated UV inhibitors. It is specifically
engineered to protect vehicle interiors from
the elements for 365 days after a collision or
vandalism has compromised windows, sun
roofs, gap seals and any other opening that
was otherwise designed to keep the outside
environment outside.
Apply to clean surface; we recommend VIETEK
55-550 Glassy glass cleaner for best results.
Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.

74-045 & 74-365

TM

Safety
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TM

Protective/Safety Garments

82-150 Series

TEK-SUIT Vapor Guard
[Reusable]
•

Patented action seat: will not tear at crotch

•

Anti-static treated suit

•

Adjustable hook & loop wrist and leg closures

•

Machine washable

•

Utility back and chest pockets

Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.

82-250 Series

TEK-SUIT Vapor Guard Premium
[Reusable]
•

Patented action seat: will not tear at crotch

•

Polycotton breathable back fabric

•

Woven carbon-fiber permanent
anti-static protection

•

Adjustable hook & loop wrist
and leg closures

•

Machine washable

•

Inner chest and back utility pockets

Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.
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TM

Protective/Safety Garments

82-300 Series

TEK-TOGA
Detailers Coat
•

Designed to Protect Your
Clothing and Your Work

•

Anti-Static Treated Material

•

Adjustable Hook & Loop Wrist Closure

•

Breathable Cool Mesh Back

•

Machine Washable
Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.

82-350 Series

TEK-TOGA Plus

Premium Technicians Coat With Hood
•

Full Upper Body Protection With Hood

•

Anti-Static Treated Material

•

Adjustable Hook & Loop Wrist Closure

•

Cool Polycotton Back and Under Sleeve

•

Machine Washable

Scan our QR code
to go directly to the
product web page.
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National Coatings and Supplies
4900 Falls of Neuse Rd, Ste. 150
Raleigh, NC 27609
www.ncsssi.com

Scan our QR code for
additional information.
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